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Summary. Let NWL be the theory having the obvious axioms for the existence
of the empty set and of the result of adding or removing an element from a set.
The problem of establishing whether sentences of the form 3#ι... 3x nVyι... ymF,
with F quantifier free, are satisfiable with respect to NWL is decidable.

1. Introduction

The basic role set theoretic notions play in mathematics, especially in its
foundation, makes it quite natural to enquire which 'fragment' of set theory
GδdePs incompleteness and undecidability results apply to. Already in [22],
Tarski addressed this problem stating that the small axiomatic fragment -
to use Tarski's wording - formulated in the language =, 6, endowed with
classical first order logic, whose axioms are

N: (Vx) (x ϊ 0) (Null-set Axiom),
W: (Va;)(Vj/)(Vz)(α; €yvtz<r>xeyVx = z) (With Axiom),
E: (Vz)(Vy)((Vz)(z G x ++ z e y) -> x = y)) (Extensionality Axiom),

was sufficiently strong to interpret Robinson's Arithmetic Q (see also [6],
[23]); a result recently improved by dropping the axiom E [11]. Later on
R. Vaught establishes with a different method the essential undecidability of
NW [21].

On the other hand, already in the early time of automated deduction,
the problem of handling the membership relation in an efficient way, so that
the problems involving set theoretic notions can be treated was brought to
evidence by J. Robinson in [20]. Awareness of the importance of that problem
has steadily increased and it is at present particularly evident in connection
with the enhancement of declarative programming [1], [7], [8], [10]. Earlier,
throughout the eighties, a project led by J.Schwartz at the Courant Institute
(NYU), aiming at the development of a proof verifier for 'elementary set
theory', conceived as a particularly important subdomain of mathematics,
led to the discovery of various decision procedure to establish whether in the
'intended' model there are sets satisfying given constraints expressed with
(mainly) unquantified formulae over some of the most basic set theoretic
constructors [5],

* This work has been supported by funds 40% and 60% MURST; it is in its final
form and will not be published elsewhere.
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First limitations to what could be accomplished in that direction were
established in [19]. As a matter of fact by a (standard) development of GόdePs
incompleteness results combined with suitable coding, [14] establishes the
essential undecidability of the theory NWLE obtained from NWL by adding
the axiom

L : (Vz)(Vy)(Vz)(z G x\y «->• z G x Λ z Φ y) (Less Axiom)

with respect to existential closures of a restricted subclass of the formulae
on the language =, G, involving only the restricted quantifiers Vrr G y,3:r G
y (^o-formulae). Following [14] significant improvements of the limitative re-
sults, concerning both the theories and the class of sentences involved, have
been obtained, noticeable the undecidability of the (logical) satisfiability of
V*3 sentences with respect to NWLE [3].

On the positive side some decision results (for membership theories) had
been obtained in [25] as well as [9]. In particular [9] establishes by a model
theoretic argument the completeness of ZFC with respect to 3*V sentences.
[13] improves this result by showing that the theory NWLER, where

R : (Vx)(x φ$-+ (3y)(y G x Λ (Vz)(z G y -> z £ x))) (Regularity Axiom),

is already complete with respect to 3*V sentences. Furthermore [13] yields a
number of positive results for such a class of sentences providing decision pro-
cedures (for their satisfiability) with respect to the theories NWLE,NWLR,
and [18] extends such decidability results to the class of 3*W-sentences with
respect to the theory NWL.

In this work we establish the decidability of the full Bernays-Schonfinkel
class, namely the class of 3*V*-sentences with respect to the theory NWL.
In the special case of the satisfiability of V sentences the decision procedure
we obtain does not differ significantly from the one already obtained in [13].
On the contrary for the special case of the W-formulae our decision proce-
dure is quite different from the one provided in [18] as it reduces to a set-(of
finite graphs)-inclusion test, while the procedure presented in [18] consists
in a number of attempts to build an Herbrand's model, searching for a con-
struction which proceeds for sufficiently many steps. More importantly the
method we present here works for the full Bernays-Schonfinkel class of which
the W case is merely a special one, and it can be applied also to the Theory
NWLR. The addition of the Extensionality Axiom makes matters combina-
torially much harder, as it is suggested also by the existence of W-formulae
which are satisfiable but not finitely satisfiable when both the Extensionality
and the Regularity Axiom are assumed and of VWV formulae of this kind
when the Extensionality Axiom alone is assumed (see [15], [16], [17]). As a
matter of fact the decision problem for the full Bernays-Schόnfienkel-class
when the Extensionality Axiom is assumed is still open.
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2. Reduction

A Vm-formula with free variables x\ , . . . , xι ,

with A quantifier free in the language {€,=}, is logically equivalent to a
disjunction of formulae of the following form

. . ,xn,!/ι, . ,2/m

to be abbreviated as β(x) Λ Vy φ x C(x, y) , where £(#1 , . . . , χn) has the
form

/\ x{φxjf\ f\ Xi eitj Xj

with G;,j either G or ^ , and all the literals appearing in C contain at least
one of the variables j/i , . . . , 2/m .

Therefore the satisfiability problem for 3*V*-sentences in the language
G, = is reducible to the satisfiability problem for sentences of the form

β(c)ΛVv^cC(c,y) (2.1)

where c = (ci, . . . cn) is an n-tuple of distinct new constants replacing the
free variables #ι, . . . , xn B(c) naturally induces a graph G over {1, . . . , n}
by letting (i, j) G G iff c; € Cj is a conjunct in -B(c).

In the sequel we will let F denote a sentence over ci, . . . , cn, G, = of the
form 2.1 above. We now reduce the satisfiability of such a sentence F to
the set inclusion between two finite collections of graphs over {1, . . . , n, n +
l , . . . ,n + m}.

Definition 2.1. Γm(F) is tΛe collection of n + m-graphs, i.e. graphs over
{1, . . . , n + m} w/wcΛ satisfy F when c\ , . . . , cn are interpreted with 1, . . . , n
respectively, G with the graph 's relation and = with the identity relation.

Definition 2.2. Let M be an interpretation of {ci,. . . ,cn,G,=} sucΛ that
=M is an equivalence relation congruent with respect to GM having more than
n -f m =Λ/ -equivalence classes and the interpretations e\ , . . . , en o/ Ci , . . . , cn

are not =M related. Then Γ"m(M) is the collection of the n+m-graphs induced
over {!,..., n + l , . . . ,n + m} by GM restricted to {eι,...,en,αι, . ,αm}
lίAere αι,...,αm ts an m-tuple of elements of M not =M -related to each
other nor with any of e\ , . . . , en .

Proposition 2.1. Let M be an interpretation of {ci, . . . , cn, G, =} such that
=M is an equivalence relation congruent with respect to GM having more
than n + m =M -equivalence classes and the interpretations of c\, . . . , cn are
distinct. Then

M^F iff Γm(M)CΓm(F) .
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Proof. Let M/ —M be the quotient structure of M with respect to =M
Then M \= F iff M/ =MN ^ Since |M/ =M I > n + m Γm(M) and
Γm(M/ =M) are both defined and Γm(Af) = Γm(M/ =M). Furthermore for
any normal interpretation N of {ci,..., cn, £, =} , as it is straightforward to
check, N ^ F iff Γm(N)CΓm(F). D

Proposition 2.2. //M is an interpretation of GI, ... ,cn, G,= wfticft is α
mode/ o/ NWL then

M\=F iff Γm(M) C Γm(F) .

Proof. It follows immediately from the previous proposition since if
M |= NWL then =M determines infinitely many =Λf-βquivalence classes. D

From now on we will refer to the skolemized version of NWL.

Definition 2.3. Hn is the Herbrand's preinterpretation of the language
0, C i , . . . , cn, w, 1 , namely the collection of closed terms of 0, c\,..., cn, w, 1 ,
with the canonical interpretation of the constants and of the functional sym-
bols w, 1.

Since F is a universal sentence, F is satisfiable with respect to NWL iff
there is an Herbrand's model of NWL over Hn in which F is true. Therefore,
by the previous Proposition 2.2, the satisfiability problem for F with respect
to NWL is reducible to the problem of determining whether there exists an
Herbrand's model M, over ifn, of NWL such that Γm(M) C Γm(F). The
latter problem is reducible to the problem of determining whether a family
of finite set of graphs Γ contains an element Γ such that Γ C Γm(F) provided
Γ fulfills the following two conditions:

1. for every Γ £ Γ there exists an Herbrand's model M of NWL such that
Γm(M) C Γ;

2. for every Herbrand's model M of NWL there exists Γ G Γ such that
Γ m (M)CΓ.

In fact from the previous proposition, given such a π, F is satisfiable in a
model of NWL iff there is Γ € Γ such that Γ C Γm(F). Thus our decision
problem is reduced to the problem of effectively determining a family Γ which
fulfills the above conditions.

3. The Decision Test

3.1 Defining Γ

Let M = (ffn, GM, =M) be an Herbrand's model of NWL. A term t in M has
the form CH ι t\... t it, where ί E K , Ch is a constant in {CQ = 0, GI, ... cn}
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and i G {w,l}. We will call Ch the 'seed' of t. Let t1, t" be terms in Hn\ we
define by induction on the construction of terms the binary relations 4to be
added in' and 'to be removed in' (with respect to =M) as follows:

if t" is a constant then t1 is not added nor removed in t"
if t" = tι t2 then t' is added in t" iff t' is added in tι and t1 ΦM £2 or = w

and t' =M i-λ ,
t' is removed in t" iff t' is removed in t\ and t' ^M fa or = 1 and t' =M h .

We say that t' is added (removed) syntactically in t" if t1 is added (removed)
in t" with respect to the syntactical identity.

Due to the form of F we can restrict our attention to Herbrand's models
M over Hn such that Ciφu Cj , for i Φ j. Let SM be the function that maps
a term t in the set

Since M |= NWL, given an ra-tuple of terms t = (ί1?..., tm) in M not =M
related to each other nor with any of the c 's, the n + ra-graph induced over
{1,..., n + ra} is uniquely determined by:

1. the restriction G of EM to {ci,..., cn};
2. the ra-tuple σM(t) = (sitM(tι), ., sitM(tm)) where sitM(t) is the triple

(i, J, /) where C{ is the seed of t, J = {j : Cj EM t} , / = SM Wί
3. the map BM(*>] :{!,...,ra}2 -> {w, 1, x} defined by letting

w if t{ is added in M to £ j
1 if £; is removed in M from £ j
x otherwise

We will call ra-situation of t = (ίi,...., ίm) in M the tern (G, σM(t), -BM(t)).
Abstracting from any given interpretation we give the following further

definition:

Definition 3.1. Let Q be the family of n-graph. An m-situation is a tern of
the form (G, σ, B) where

σ is an m-tuple sι,...,sm, with sh=(ih,Ih, Λ), l<ih<n, /& C {0,l,...,n},
Jh C {!,... ,n};
β:{l,...,ra}2-»{w,l,x}.

Given an ra-situation (G, σ, β) and an ra-tuple of terms t in a model M
which induces the graph G over {1,..., n} , we say that t realizes σ, B
if σ = (st*M(tι),...,sitΛf(tm)) and # is the map from {!,...,m}2 into
{w, 1, x } induced by (*ι,..., tm).

An ra-situation (G,σ,-B), with σ = (sι,...,sm)) Sfc = (ΰ,//ι,«//ι) deter-
mines an n + ra-graph Ghp(G, σ,B) = ({1,..., n, n + 1,..., n + ra}, GJE) by
letting
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i EE j if », j < n and i EG j ,
i E £ / i i f i < n < / ι < n + ra and i € Λ, ,
Λ £ £ Ϊ i f ΐ < n < / ι < n + ra and i G /h, ,
h£E k i f n < h,k < n+m and Bh-n,k-n = w or c ΐfc G /^ and Bh-n,k-n φ 1 -

It is immediate that the n + m-graph induced by £ι , . . . , tm is precisely the
graph induced in that way by its situation. The m-situation (G, σ, B) which
induces the n + m-graph ({1, . . . , n + m}, G#), unless 5 takes only values in
{w, 1} is by no means unique, as a matter of fact it is immediate to verify
that the following holds:

Proposition 3.1. // the m-situation (G,σ,B) induces the relation E over
{1, . . . ,n + ra}, and B1 is obtained from B by changing (i,j, x) with (i, j, w),
*/ (* £E j) or with (i, j,l),i/ (i &E j), *Λen Ghp(G,σ,B'} = Ghp(G,σ,B):

Definition 3.2. Let Q be the family of n-graph;
I the family of maps / : {0,1,..., n} x 7>({l,...,n}) ->
βm £Λe family of maps B : {1, . . . , m}2 ->• {w, 1, x } sΐi

#(M) € {w,l} i/i < j, B(iJ) = x otherwise;
For π a permutation of {1, . . . ,ra} and B € βm, B*-the permutation of

B under π- is defined by letting, for I < i,j < m, Bπ(i,j) = B ( π ( i ) , π ( j ) ) .
For G an n-graph and / € I,

Γm(GJ) = {Ghp(G,σ,Bπ) : σ € Im,B € Bm,π permutation o/{l, . . . ,m}}.

The family Γ having the desired properties, as we will show, is the col-
lection of the finite set of n + m-graphs {Γm(G, /) : G E Q, / € I}.

Example 3.1. By way of illustration we offer a few examples of how the
method could be used to determine the satisfiability/unsatisfiability of spe-
cific formulae.

Let m = n = 1 and

c & cΛ Vy φ c(y $. c)

(y Gc)
F3 = c $ c Λ Vy φ c (y € c «->• c € y).

Let /i and 72 be the constant maps on {0, 1} x P({1}) with value 0 and {1}
respectively, and

J3 = {(0, 0, 0), (0, {!}, {!}), (1,0, 0), (1, {!}, {!})} .

Since the family Bj. consists of the single map B = {((1, 1), x)}, Γι(G,/i) is
determined by four 1-situations of the form: {(G,σ,B) : σ e /,-} . We have
that

A(G, Ja) = {{(2, 1)}, {(1, 2), (2, 1)}, {(2, 1), (2, 2)}, {(1, 2), (2, 1), (2, 2)}};
A(G, 73) = {0, {(1, 2), (2, 1)}, {(1, 2), (2, 1), (2, 2)}};
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where we have omitted to explicitly indicate the common domain {1, 2} . As
it is easy to see, for i = 1,2,3, A(G,/). C Γι(F<) iff / = I{. That makes it
easy to establish the unsatisfiability of the following formula

In fact, since F% ->• F3 the only Γ G A that contains models of Fg is Λ(G, /a),
but A(G,/3) 2 Γ(F$) since ({1,2}, {(1,2), (2,1), (2, 2)}) μ= F£.

For n = 1 m = 2, we do not explicitly list any /2(G, /), since 128 different
2-situation have to be taken into account to determine Γ2(G,7). Consider
however the formula:

F4 = c & c Λ Vx2, #3 7^ c (z2 G c Λ rr3 G c) .

Clearly the only Γ(G,/) that is contained in Γ(F4) is Γ2(G,/4), where /4 is
the constant map with value {!}. In particular F4 is satisfiable.

/MG, /4) must contains, for instance, the graphs induced by the following
two 2-situations:

(G,((0,0,{l}),(l,{l},{l})),£r») and

where Bw = 1
2

1
X

X

2
w
X

and Bι = 1
2

1
X

I

2
X

X

They are respectively the following:

({1, 2, 3}, {(1, 2), (2, 1), (1, 1), (3, 1), (2, 3), (3, 2)})

That suffices to establish the unsatisfiability of the following formula:

F4 = F4 Λ Vx2,xz Φ c((c G X2 Λ c £ x$) -4 (#2 £ X2 V X2 G xz V rτ3

3.2 Proving the Conditions on jΓ

Proposition 3.2. For every graph G over {!,..., n} and function I G X
there is a normal Herbrand's model H(G,I) over Hn such that

Γm(#(G,/))CΓm(G,/) .

Proof. Let H(G,I) be the Herbrand's model over Hn, defined by letting:

Ci£H(G,i)Cj iff ( i , J )eG

For r, s G #n having seeds c^ and c^ respectively:

r G#(G,/) s iff r is added sintactically to s or fc G /(ft, Jr) ,
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where Jr = {i : Ci EH(G,/) CH or (a is added sintactically to r)} .
H(G, I) is a normal Herbrand model of NWL such that for every term t
{ci, . . . ,cn}, if Ch is the seed of t and Jt — {i : c; E#(G,/) t} then

Given (i1? . . . , ίm), m-tuple of distinct terms in H(G, I) all distinct from
ci , . . . , cn, we have to show that G/ιp#(G,/) (£ι , . . . , tm) E Γm(G, /), namely to
find σ € Jm, β E βm, π permutation of {1, . . . , n} such that the m-situation
(G,σ,£π) induces GhpH(GJ)(tι,. . . ,ίm).
Clearly σ = (S^H(G,/)(*I), - - ,^H(G,/)(*m)) € /m.

Let B' : {1, . . . , m}2 -» {w, 1, x } be defined as follows:

B1 =
w if ti is added syntactically to tj
1 if £i is removed syntactically from tj
x otherwise

Since B1 is defined with reference to the notion of being added or removed
syntactically, the relation R defined by letting R(i,j) iff B(i,j) E {w,l} is
well-founded and by Λ-recursion we can define a permutation λ of {1, . . . , m}
such that if Bχ(i,j) E {w,l} then i < j.

Let B be the uniquely determined - according to Proposition 3.1 - function
B : {!,..., m}2 ->• {w,l, x} such that:

if Bχ(iJ) E {w,l} then B(iJ) = Bχ(iJ),

and that induces the same n + m-graph as (G, λσ, B"),
where λσ = (siί(*λ(i))> - >siί(£λ(m))) Letting π = A-1it is easy to verify
that
GΛp(G, (*ι,..., ίm),B;) = G/φ(G,σ,J9π). Since B E βm, that proves that
Ghp(G, (ίi, . . . , tm),^') E Γm(G,I). D

Lemma 3.1. Le^ M 6e an Herbrand's model of NWL. Then for every m>l
there exists /m E I such that
for every I < h < m, σ E (/m)'1 and B E S/t, tfΛere are infinitely many
disjoint h-tuples of distinct elements of M which realize (σ, B) .

Proof. Let {hk}keκ be an increasing sequence on numerals distinct from CQ,
ci , . . . , cn. For every i E {0, 1, . . . , n} and J C {0, 1, . . . , n} let:

*}fj(Ό = c ΐ UJ c \({c 1 , . . .c n }\J c )
•0̂ 0 . . . n Λn

where Jc = {GJ : j E J} and for every 0 < j < n, j is w if hj
otherwise and n+ι is w if ftn+s-i-r ̂ M c;, 1 otherwise.

Assuming m > 1, for 0 < h< m, σ Λ-tuple of terns in SITn = {0, . . . , n} x
P({0, . . ,n}) x P({0, . . . ,n}), B e Bh such that there are infinitely many
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disjoint Λ-tuple of distinct terms in M which realize (σ, B), let enf be an
enumeration of infinitely many such Λ-tuples. Without loss of generality we
may suppose that as Λ, σ and B vary, the ranges of the enumerations enf
are disjoint from each other, from {CQ,CI, . . . ,cn}, from {hk}ke* and from
a further increasing sequences of numerals {h'k}k£κ in its turn disjoint from

Let

Λm(r) = \J{range(enB(r + j ) ) : 1<J<2Λ, 1<Λ< m, B G BΛ, σ G

and

^mM— ̂ ™(r)U{2 : £ is added or removed syntactically in some term in Λm(r)}

Δm(r) is a finite set and let ίm(r) be its cardinality; furthermore let
δ<* = Σi<rδm(i) .

Let O*j be the operation that assigns to a Λ-tuple (ίi, . . . ,£/*) of terms

the string ι^ι . . . h th where ( ι . . . •/>) is the j-th /ι-tuple in {w,!}71, in
any fixed ordering whatsoever, and oX, where X is a set of strings, be the
concatenation of the strings in X in any fixed ordering. Let

t™j(r) = t}tJ(r)
o{0*en*(r + j) : l<j<2fc, l<Λ<m, σ € (5/Tn)

m, B € BΛ}

ΦiΛί<-+l L(r)Λi< r+ίm(r)

where for a given enumeration αi, . . . , asm(r) °f ^m(^), ί is w if h'δ<r i £M
a;, 1 otherwise. Then the following hold:

1. every term added or removed in ££j(r) is added or removed only once; as
a consequence it can't happen that a term added is successively removed
in t?j(k) or vice versa;

2. the seed of ^7V(r) ^s c* an(^ tne set °f predecessor of ££}(r) among the
constants CQ, ci , . . . , cn is Jc.

3. ίjj(r) is distinct from any constant Cj since ΛJ €M t^j(r) iff Λj ^M c^;
furthermore it is distinct from any numeral since /ιn+2 GM ££}(r) while

Λn+ι ^M ^ίj(r) an(ί we ^ave assumed Λn-ι-ι < Λn+25
4. If r ± r' then t7*(r) 7^ t?j(r') : in fact /ιn+3-hr €M tί}(r) iff /ιn+3+r ^M

c;, furthermore /in+3+r is not added nor removed in ££}(r'), hence
/W3+r EM *S(r) iff hn+3+r ?M tfi(r')

5. £™j(r) ^s distinct from any term in Δm(r) since for every 1 < j < δm(r)
Vj ZM t^j(r] iff h'j &M ad

6. t™j(r) is not added or removed in itself: it follows from 3 and 4 since the
elements added or removed in ίjj(r) are either constants in {CQ, . . . ,cn}
or numerals or terms in Λm(r)\

7. t™j(r) is not added or removed in any of the terms in Λm(r) otherwise we
would have that t™j(r) =M Q>j for some Q,J E Δm(r) which is impossible
by 5 above.
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Since the terms t™j(r) are all distinct form each other and there are only
2n subsets of {1, . . . , n} there must be at least one such subset say /;,j such

that for infinitely many r's, SΛJ (tj }(r)) = -ίί.J Let

where ΓQ is the least natural number such that for infinitely many r's

By induction on h we now prove that i f l < f t < r a , σ G (Im}h and B G BK
then there are infinitely many disjoint ft-tuples of distinct terms in M which
realize σ,B.

Base case: ft = 1. Because of 6 above the infinitely many terms of the
form t%j(r) such that SM(t%j(r)) = SM(t%j(rQ)) realize («, J,/m(i, J)), Bx.

Inductive step: assume the property holds for ft and that ft + 1 <
ra. Assume (sι, . . . ,SΛ,βfc+ι) £ (Im)h+l and B G ίfo+i. Let s^+i =
(», •/, SM (*™j(ro)) and (B(l, ft -h 1), . . . , £(ft, ft + 1)) be the j-th ft-tuple in

{w, 1}\ namely O] = (5(1, ft + 1), . . . , B(h, ft -f 1)). Let B1 be the restric-

tion of B to {!,..., ft}2. By inductive hypothesis there are infinitely many
disjoint ft-tuples of distinct terms in M which realize (si, . . . , s/ι), B'. There-

fore θtenf.Ί,..,.n)(r + ft is a substrinδ of *.vW If e*?lf..., n)(r + j) =
(<r,ι» >*r,/ι) and SM(t™j(r)) = SM(t™j(ro)) it is easy to check by using 5
above that (ίr|1, . . . , ίΓ|Λ, ίζj(r)) realizes (si, . . . , sh, sh+ι),B.

As r varies the ft-tuples (tΓjι, . . . , ̂ r,^) are disjoint from each other by the

assumption on en? ^, furthermore the terms ί^j(r) are distinct from
each other and from the terms tΓ|ι, . . . , tr^ as well, because of 4 and 5 above.
Therefore the ft -h 1-tuples (tr,ι, - , *r,/n *ζj (0) are infinitely many disjoint
ft 4- 1-tuples of distinct terms of M which realize (si, . . . , SΛ, Sfc+i), B and we
are done. D

Proposition 3.3. Let M be an Herbrand's model of NWL. Then for every
m > I there exists /m G X such that for every σ £ (/m)m> B G Bm and
permutation π of {!,..., m} σ, #π is realized in M, therefore Γm(G,/) C
Γm(M)

Proo/. When π is the identity the proposition follows immediately from the
previous lemma. Otherwise let σ' be defined by σ'(i) = σ(π~1(z)). By the
previous lemma 3.1 there is an m-tuple ( t ( , . . . ,t'm) of distinct terms in M
which realizes σ',B. It is immediate that the m-tuple (ti, . . . ,tm) such that
t{ = t',~ realizes σ, B* . D

Theorem 3.1. Let F be a V™ -sentence in normal form over {ci, . . . ,cn, G
,=}. Then the following are equivalent:

1. F is satisfiable with respect to NWL
2. F is true in a normal Herbrand's model of NWL of the form H(G,I)

with G G On and I G 1
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3. for some G <Ξ Γ and I e X Γm(G, J) C Γm(F)

Proof. If F is satisfiable with respect to NWL then there is an Herbrand's

model M over Hn of NWL such that M \= F. Then by Proposition 2.2,

Γm(M) C Γm(Fo). By Proposition 3.3, letting G be the graph induced

on {!,...,m} by EM on {cι,...,cn} there is a function / £ J such that

Γm(G,I] C Γm(GJ). Thus Γm(G,I) C Γm(F). Hence 1) entails 3). Assum-

ing 3), let G € Q and / G I be such that Γm(G, /) C Γm(F). By Proposition

3.2 Γm(H(GJ)) C Γm(G,7), therefore Γm(H(GJ)) C Γm(F). Thus, by

Proposition 2.2, H(G,I}' f= F. Hence 3) entails 2). Since, obviously 2) en-

tails 1), the proof is completed. D

As an immediate consequence of the reduction established in Section 2.

and of the previous theorem we have our main decidability result:

Theorem 3.2. The satisfiability problem for 3*V*-sentences in {£,=} with

respect to NWL is decidable.
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